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Abstract
When comparing different grammatical inference algorithms, it becomes evident that generic
techniques have been used in different systems. Several finite-state learning algorithms use
state-merging as their underlying technique and a collection of grammatical inference algorithms that aim to learn context-free grammars build on the concept of substitutability
to identify potential grammar rules. When learning context-free grammars, there are essentially two approaches: model merging, which generalizes with more data, and model
splitting, which specializes with more data. Both approaches can be combined sequentially
in a generic framework. In this article, we investigate the impact of different approaches
within the first phase of the framework on system performance.
Keywords: Context-free grammars, model merging, model splitting, evaluation

1. Introduction
Formal grammatical inference deals with formal learnability of families of languages. Results
in this field are typically mathematical proofs of (non-)learnability of classes of languages
under certain learning settings. Often, the learnability proofs are based on algorithms,
presented in pseudo-code, that can learn any grammar from the family under consideration.
In contrast, empirical grammatical inference deals with the learning of specific languages.
These languages come from a family that is known to be learnable efficiently, but the formal
description of the family of languages is unknown. An example of such a family is the class
of natural languages. We know these are learnable efficiently, as humans can do this within
practical limitations (Adriaans and van Zaanen, 2006).
The algorithms that are used in both formal and empirical grammatical inference often
follow a similar approach or build on a common underlying mechanism. The details or
specific settings change the bias of the algorithm which allows for learning of different, but
sometimes related families of languages.
Several algorithms that focus on learning languages that are (sub-sets of) regular languages use state-merging as the underlying principle. Starting from a finite-state machine
that accepts only the sample training sequences, states are merged according to some evaluation criteria. Merging states leads to generalization over the input sequences, which means
that a more general language is created (Carrasco and Oncina, 1994; Lang et al., 1998).
In the area of learning context-free languages, a similar underlying technique or principle can be identified. Many context-free grammar (CFG) learning systems are based on the
c 2012 M. van Zaanen & N. van Noord.
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Figure 1: Model merging and model splitting in the space of possible languages.
notion of substitutability. This notion corresponds well with the idea of context-freeness.
Non-terminals in a CFG may be rewritten according to the available grammar rules regardless of their context. Systems based on the notion of substitutability reverse this idea and
search for regularities in the data that may have been generated through the application of
CFG rules (van Zaanen and de la Higuera, 2011).
Another way of looking at identifying the underlying grammar in the collection of all
possible languages (of a particular class) is the direction of the search path in the space of
potential languages. One can identify two general directions: model merging (Stolcke and
Omohundro, 1994) or model splitting (Belz, 2002). The model merging approach starts
from a model that describes exactly the example training sequences. The search algorithm
then tries to make the model more general. In the context of learning finite-state machines,
this corresponds to merging nodes, which may make the accepted language more general.
Model splitting starts from a general language and the learning algorithm searches for a
language that is more specific, given the example sequences. To allow the algorithm to describe more specific languages, the existing model may need to be split to indicate sequences
that are part of the language or not. According to Starkie (2002, p. 4): “[the grammar] can
be improved by simply removing those rules that generate the negative examples.” However, this can also be achieved by giving preference to highly likely structures in the model
(and pruning unlikely structures).
The ideas on model merging and model splitting are illustrated in Figure 1. The curved
lines indicate the learning process for both model merging and model splitting within the
space of possible languages (delimited by the pre-defined bias of the search algorithm).
If algorithms “overshoot” their mark, model merging algorithms will over generate
(meaning that too many sequences are accepted as valid), whereas model splitting algorithms under generate (meaning that too few sequences are accepted as valid).
Many CFG learning algorithms consist of two phases. The first phase generates potential
structures and the second phase prunes unwanted structures. The generation phase is
typically in the form of a model merging algorithm. The selection phase performs model
splitting, starting from the end point of the generation phase.
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If the generation phase over generates, the selection phase has to prune more unwanted
structure to reach the correct underlying language. More over generation means that more
potential languages may still be considered during the selection phrase. On the other hand,
if the generation phase does not generate enough structure, the selection phase cannot reach
the correct language and this may only lead to an approximation.
The difficulty of the selection phase increases as the generation phase over generates
more. However, increasing the amount of over generation increases the likelihood that the
correct language is still reachable during the selection phase. Hence, reducing the amount
of over generation makes sense if we know that the correct grammar is still likely to be
reachable. This increases the complexity of the generation phase.
In this article, we will investigate the impact of the choice of the generation model (and
hence the amount of over or under generation) with respect to the optimal result that can
still be reached given a perfect selection phase.

2. Background
In the last two decades, several empirical grammatical inference systems that aim to learn
CFGs have been developed. Even though most of these systems rely on the same underlying
principle, namely that of substitutability, there are remarkable differences. In this section
we will discuss some of the better known systems and describe their approach in the context
of model merging and model splitting.
2.1. EMILE
EMILE is a grammatical inference approach developed by Adriaans (1992). A working implementation is also available (Vervoort, 2000; Adriaans and Vervoort, 2002). EMILE relies
heavily on the notion of substitutability. Examples sequence are converted in recurring expressions and contexts. Expressions are subsequences that occur within particular contexts.
When different expressions are found in the same context, this corresponds to constituents
according to the notion of substitutability. EMILE introduces grammar rules once enough
evidence is available. Exactly when new rules are introduced can be adjusted (using parameters). Additionally, if an expression is identified as the right hand side of a grammar
rule, all occurrences of this expression in the data collection are structured according to
that rule.
This approach is a clear model merging approach. At first, only the example sentences
are recognized as valid. The system searches for recurring patterns and based on these
patterns, grammar rules are introduced that allow for generalization.
2.2. ADIOS
ADIOS (Edelman et al., 2004; Solan et al., 2005) stands for “Automatic Distillation of
Structure”. This systems also makes direct use of the idea of substitutability, although the
implementation is quite different from that of EMILE. To start with, a graph, quite similar
to a finite state machine, is created with a common start and end node. Each example
sequence forms a path from the start to the end node. Next, the learning phase starts.
ADIOS searches for significant patterns, where significance is computed using the Motif
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Extraction (MEX) procedure. This procedure considers the in and out degrees of the node
in the graph. In other words, MEX computes PL for a sub-path (ej ; ei ) (with ex being a
node and (ex ; ey ) being a path from node ex to ey ), which is the fraction of the number
of sub-paths (ej ; ei ) over the number of sub-paths (ej ; ei+1 ). The algorithm searches for
nodes for which there are large decreases in PL between consecutive nodes in the graph.
Similarly, PR is computed by dividing the number of sub-paths (ei ; ej ) and (ei ; ej−1 ). PL
and PR essentially model a Markov probability over sub-paths in a graph. The nodes with
large PL and PR changes are used as start and end points for a pattern. Since the begin
and end points of these patterns are found by taking the left and right context into account,
the patterns are inherently based on the notion of substitutability.
Like EMILE, ADIOS is a model merging approach. Starting from the sample sequences,
slowly the grammar is generalized. The main difference with EMILE is the way the patterns
are found. Here, the MEX procedure identifies the start and end points of the interesting
patterns.
2.3. CCM
The Constituent-Context Model (CCM) (Klein and Manning, 2002) is an empirical grammatical inference model based on classic linguistic constituency tests (Radford, 1988), which
corresponds with the notion of substitutability. The focus of the algorithm lies on parameter searching where the parameters describe the likelihood of structure on the sequences.
The first step of the algorithm places a uniform distribution of the set of possible binary
trees on the sequences.1 Next, the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster
et al., 1977) is applied to the potential trees.
There are several differences between CCM and the previous systems. Firstly, CCM
works on sequences of part-of-speech tags, whereas EMILE, ADIOS and, discussed in Section 2.5, ABL start from sequences of words. Secondly, the output of CCM is by choice a
collection of binary tree structures. The systems discussed so far are all able to generate
n-ary tree structures. Finally, CCM is a model splitting approach. It starts from all possible
(binary) tree structures and selects the best fitting structure. The notion of substitution is
used only in the selection of structure, not in the generation of structure.
2.4. U-DOP
U-DOP (Bod, 2006a,b) is an unsupervised approach that relies heavily on the statistical
model of Data-Oriented Parsing (DOP) (Bod, 1995, 1998; Bod et al., 2003). Similarly, to
CCM, all potential binary tree structures are generated. Next, the trees are converted into
a practically usable form of the DOP formalism. This allows for a statistically stronger
representation (even though the structural representation of U-DOP is equivalent to that
of CCM). Identifying the structure of a sequence can now be done by parsing the sequences
using the generated grammar. Since some symbols are more likely to occur in a subsequence,
some elementary sub-trees will be more likely. U-DOP makes use of this to give preference
to these structures.
1. This limits the potential structure of the output in the form of binary trees or grammar rules in Chomsky
Normal Form.
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The main difference between U-DOP and CCM is the statistical model used to identify
the most likely structure. Apart from that, U-DOP is in many ways similar to CCM. It also
starts from sequences of part-of-speech, it generates binary tree structures and it is also a
model splitting approach.
2.5. ABL
Alignment-Based Learning (ABL) (van Zaanen, 2000a,b, 2002) is another grammatical inference system that is explicitly based on the notion of substitutability. The first phase
aligns sample sequences in pairs. Unequal parts of the sequences are stored as hypotheses,
or potential constituents. A second phase identifies the most likely of these hypotheses.
This step removes overlapping brackets (which makes sure the result is a tree structure).
ABL is similar to EMILE and ADIOS. The first phase in ABL is a model merging phase,
which starts from accepting only the sample sequences. Slowly, more structure is added,
which therefor generalizes over the training data. However, the second phase is a model
splitting step. This phase prunes the available structure, similarly to CCM and U-DOP.
In van Zaanen (2002), ABL is proposed as a general framework. All systems described
so far fit this framework. The first step in the framework generates potential structure.
In the case of EMILE and ADIOS, the introduction of structure is done carefully, whereas
U-DOP and CCM over generate. The second step prunes the introduced structure. In
EMILE and ADIOS, this step is not explicitly required. However, U-DOP and CCM rely
heavily on this step.

3. Experiments
As described in the previous section, we can map existing grammatical inference systems
into the ABL framework. This allows us to investigate the effectiveness of the generation
and selection (or model merging and model splitting) steps of the algorithms in a common
framework. In this paper we focus on the effectiveness of the generation phase only.
In this section, we will describe experimental results that aim to measure the effectiveness and potential of the generation step in the ABL framework. We do this by comparing
a selection of generation algorithms that have been used in previous work.
3.1. Datasets
We will investigate the effectiveness of the generation phase by applying different generation
methods to natural language data collections. In particular, we will use the Air Travel
Information System (ATIS) and Wall Street Journal (WSJ) sections of the Penn Treebank
3 (Marcus et al., 1993). The ATIS section contains 578 sentences on air travel. These are
relatively short sentences, with an average length of 7.5 (sd=3.9) words.
A more extensive collection is the WSJ part of the Penn Treebank. We follow Klein and
Manning (2002); Bod (2006a) by selecting all sentences in the corpus of at most ten words
(discarding traces and punctuation). This results in a collection of 7,092 sentences with an
average length of 7.0 (sd=2.5) words. We will call this subset WSJ10.
In addition to the results on the WSJ10 collection we are also interested in the effects
when larger datasets are used. As a comparison, we use a second selection of the entire WSJ
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part of the Penn Treebank consisting of all sentences of at most 20 words (again discarding
traces and punctuation). This results in a second WSJ collection (WSJ20), which contains
25,017 sentences with an average length of 13.2 (std=4.8) words.
All results presented here are computed using 10-fold cross validation. The entire dataset
is divided into ten folds. Each fold is used as testing data once and the remaining nine folds
are used for training.
3.2. Metrics
Before we can show the actual results on the datasets, there are several choices that have
to be made. Firstly, we have to decide exactly what structure to use when computing
metrics. Obviously, the learned structure should be evaluated, which is done by comparing
it against a gold standard structure. However, some structure is “trivial”. For instance,
structure that indicates that a sequence is a sequence (shown by a pair of brackets around
the entire sequence) is trivial. Similarly, brackets around single symbols are trivial and
empty structure (brackets that do not span any word) may also be considered trivial.
We have analyzed the impact of trivial structure on the results. There are significant
(p < .001) differences between removing word or sentence spanning brackets or both. Even
though removing empty brackets (such as traces, that do not span any words) does not
have a significant impact, single word spanning brackets or sentence spanning brackets do
influence the results significantly.
Given that adding sentence spanning and word spanning brackets can be inserted trivially, these structures do not add to the knowledge of the language and as such should not
be taken into account during the evaluation. All results shown in this article are based
on data without trivial structure. The choice of removing all trivial structure (compared
against keeping all structure) leads to significantly lower scores.
Secondly, we need to choose metrics to show the results of the different systems. Following most publications in the area of grammatical inference on natural language data, we
will be using precision, recall and f-score metrics as introduced by van Zaanen and Adriaans (2001). These are standard metrics taking from the field of information retrieval (van
Rijsbergen, 1979). Precision describes the correctness of the induced structure, whereas recall measures the completeness of the learned structure. The f-score is the geometric mean
between precision and recall. The metrics are formally defined as:
P
|correct(gold(s), learned(s))|
P
Precision = s∈structure
s∈structure |learned(s)|
P
|correct(gold(s), learned(s))|
P
Recall = s∈structure
s∈structure |gold(s)|
Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall
Two versions of these metrics exist: micro and macro averaged. We have analyzed the
impact of both versions on the results. As could be expected, there are significant differences
(p < .001) between the different variants. Since the different metrics are significantly
F-score = 2 ∗
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different, the choice of metrics is important. Here, we show micro averaged performance
measures. Choosing the micro averaged metrics leads to significantly lower scores.2
Finally, to get a complete image, we have looked at the metrics themselves. We found
significant differences (p < .001) between precision and recall. Also, the f-score is statistically significantly different (p < .001) from precision and recall. This indicates that as the
f-score is the geometric mean of precision and recall, the f-score is in between the precision
and recall values and the values are relatively distant from each other.
3.3. Systems
In this article we report on the results for seven different alignment systems on the different
treebanks. The different systems can be grouped into three classes. The first class contains
systems that generate structure in a simple heuristic way. This class contains the systems:
left, right, and both, which generate left branching (from the start non-terminal, only the
left-most non-terminals are expanded), right branching (only the right-most non-terminals
are expanded), and a random choice between either the left or right branching tree structure
on a given sentence, respectively.
The second group comes from the original ABL system. The different systems find the
longest common subsequences in two sentences. These subsequences are equal parts in both
sentences and the remainder of the sentences are the unequal parts. The unequal parts in
both sentences are stored as hypotheses, or potential constituents.
All systems in this group are based on the dynamic programming edit distance (Wagner
and Fischer, 1974) algorithm. The differences lie in how ambiguity of alignments is handled. Sometimes, there are multiple possible edit transcripts that lead to the same minimal
edit distance. The first system, wm, which stands for “Wagner Fisher minimal edit distance”, identifies a minimal edit distance alignment and introduces structure based on that
alignment. The second system, wb, which stands for “Wagner Fisher biased edit distance”,
has a modified cost function, which prefers alignments of words that are relatively “close
together” in both sentences. The third system in this group is called all. It uses all possible
alignments with the minimal edit distance. This introduces more potential structure.
The third group consists of only one system, which is called binary. This system corresponds to the structure generation system used in U-DOP and CCM. All possible binary
tree structures are generated for a sentence. This comes down to generating all possible
pairs of brackets.
3.4. Results
We have applied all seven systems to the ATIS treebank. The structure generated by the
systems was then compared against the gold standard treebank structure. The results of
this comparison can be found in Table 1. In addition to the precision, recall and f-score
results, we have added a column that shows the number of pairs of brackets that have been
introduced by each system.
The results on the ATIS dataset show that English is generally a right branching language. The right system outperforms all other systems on precision and f-score. In par2. We follow Klein (2004) in the choice of metrics, but exclude sentence spanning brackets.
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Table 1: Results on the ATIS dataset for a variety of alignment systems.
Alignment Precision Recall F-score # Brackets
left
6.82
9.90
8.08
3,209
right
27.49
39.86 32.53
3,209
both
17.54
25.44 20.77
3,209
wb
16.82
55.31 25.79
7,278
wm
16.41
57.34 25.52
7,731
all
15.53
61.00 24.76
8,693
binary
12.25
100.00 21.83
18,066
Table 2: Results on the WSJ10 dataset for
Alignment Precision Recall
left
11.96
16.21
right
45.47
61.63
both
28.76
38.98
wb
28.11
52.73
wm
24.36
76.37
all
23.94
77.02
binary
15.99
100.00

a variety of alignment systems.
F-score # Brackets
13.77
35,596
52.33
35,596
33.10
35,596
36.67
49,279
36.94
82,352
36.52
84,512
27.57
164,288

ticular, right has the highest precision of all systems under consideration. In contrast, left
performs worst.
The ABL oriented systems outperform the systems in the first group on recall, which
indicates that more brackets in the gold standard dataset are found. This is (at least
partially) accomplished by introducing more pairs of brackets (as can be seen in the rightmost column). Because the precision metric is lower than that of the right system, the
f-score of the ABL systems is still lower.
Finally, the binary system has a perfect recall result. This is because all possible pairs
of brackets are introduced. As a result all structure found in the gold standard is also to
be found in the binary structure. Since the binary system introduces more brackets (about
two and a half times as much as the ABL systems and about six times as much as the
systems in the first group), the precision is lower.
The results on the WSJ10 dataset can be found in Table 2. These results are very
similar to those on the ATIS dataset. Again, the right system performs best. The wm and
all systems are a bit more effective on the recall metric, which means that more (correct)
brackets identified. Additionally, the ABL systems outperform the binary system on precision, which means that those systems introduce fewer incorrect brackets. Obviously, the
binary system again shows a perfect recall as all possible brackets are introduced.
Comparing the WSJ10 results in Table 2 against those of WSJ20 in Table 3, we see
that the results of the first group of systems goes down. This is the case on all metrics, so
not only are fewer introduced brackets correct (indicated by precision), also fewer correct
brackets are found (indicated by recall). The binary system keeps a perfect recall, but as can
be seen by the precision metric, a larger proportion of the introduced brackets is incorrect.
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Table 3: Results on the WSJ20 dataset for a variety of alignment systems.
Alignment Precision Recall F-score Brackets
left
7.68
10.50
8.87
280,927
right
35.91
49.09 41.48
280,927
both
21.83
29.84 25.21
280,927
wb
13.76
75.88 23.29
1,133,423
wm
13.26
80.04 22.75
1,240,195
all
12.48
82.19 21.67
1,353,621
binary
9.00
100.00 16.52
2,282,623
wm
right
left
binary
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Figure 2: F-score, precision and recall results on subsets of WSJ dataset (the x-axes indicate
the maximum sentence length of the subset) for a variety of alignment systems.

In contrast, the ABL metrics have a higher recall, which means that relatively more of the
brackets in the gold standard are found. However, similarly to the binary system, more
incorrect brackets are introduced.
The total number of brackets introduced also grows when the sentences get longer. This
is most obvious in the binary system that introduces all possible pairs of brackets, but also
the ABL systems introduce relatively more brackets when compared against the systems in
the first group, which never introduce pairs of brackets that overlap.
The fact that the recall results of the ABL systems increase when they are applied to
larger data collections (whereas the systems in the first group have lower results), has led
us to investigate the changing of the results when the size of the dataset is modified. In
Figure 2 we show the precision, recall and f-score results of the right, left, wm, and binary
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systems. We have decided to leave out the both, wb and all systems, which would otherwise
clutter the figure. The trend of those systems is similar to other systems in their group.
In the figure, we can see that the recall of the systems in the first group goes down when
the dataset contains more, and longer sentences. The recall of the wm system increases,
but seems to level off. The recall of the binary system remains at 100%.
The precision of the right system peaks when the sentence length is six. For the left
system, the peak is at sentence length four. The binary system has a precision peak when
the sentences are of length four and the wm system has the highest precision when the
sentence length is three. We do not currently know exactly why these differences occur.
The impact of the peaks in precision are also seen in the f-score results. However, due
to the increase in recall for the wm system, the peak in f-score is at sentence length five.
3.5. Discussion
The results show that the three different groups of systems (based on left/right branching
structure, taken from the ABL system, or generating all possible structure) all lead to quite
different behavior. The binary system always has perfect recall, whereas the right system,
which has the highest f-score, has decreasing recall when the dataset gets larger. The wm
system has increasing recall, but it seems that this approach will not lead to perfect recall
even with larger datasets.
Recall is an important metric in the overall picture of the systems. The ABL framework
consists of two phases, of which we are only analyzing the first here. The second phase
selects structure from the structure generated in the first phase. This means that the recall
of the complete system cannot be higher than the recall of the first phase. The second phase
can only increase precision.
Relating the results to the model merging versus model splitting division, we see that
the model merging systems (wm, wb, and all ) are incremental learners that perform better
with more training data. In contrast, the different model splitting systems (left, right, and
binary) essentially show comparable behavior. Removing more structure leads to worse
results. Binary removes least structure, followed by right and left.
The importance of recall indicates that the binary system is, out of the investigated
systems, best suited for this task. Originally, we expected that the ABL-based systems,
which are all model merging approaches, would lead to higher recall (close to perfect) if the
datasets got larger as well as precision. It turns out that even though precision is higher,
recall remains lower, compared to the binary system. ABL-based systems are less suited
for the task. This is in addition to the limitations on the upper bound of the approach as
discussed in Luque and Infante-Lopez (2010).
However, there is more to the results than simply looking at recall. Introducing more
structure during the first phase makes selecting the correct structure in the second phase
harder. Consider the extremes, if the first phase only introduces correct structure, the
second phase can simply select all structure. However, if the first phase introduces many
incorrect structures, the second phase has a hard time selecting the correct brackets. The
actual impact of this problem cannot really be seen from the results discussed here. The
right-most column in the tables indicate that even though the binary system has a perfect
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recall, about twice the amount of structure, compared against the ABL-based systems, is
introduced.
Initial experiments investigating the impact of the generation method indicate that,
indeed the structure of the binary generation system leads to better overall results after
the selection phase. However, further research into the effectiveness of different selection
learning systems will need to be performed.

4. Conclusion
We have analyzed seven systems that introduce structure to be used in the first phase of
the generic ABL framework for learning of CFGs. The systems were grouped based on their
approach: simple systems that introduce left or right branching structures, systems based
on alignment learning, and a system that introduces all possible structure.
The model splitting systems perform worse with more data, whereas the model merging
systems increase performance. The model merging alignment-based systems outperform
the simple systems, but they are unable to reach perfect recall, even with larger datasets.
The system that generates all structure leads to perfect recall. Even though more research
has to be done on the effect of the amount of structure that is generated by these systems,
these results serve as an indication that systems such as U-DOP and CCM can reach better
results than ABL, which is based on a sub-optimal structure generation approach.
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